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FIREARM SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
Shotguns are classified as FIREARMS and are sold by ZOLI with the specific understanding that ZOLI is not responsible in any manner whatsoever for
their improper handling, use or resale under local laws and regulations. ZOLI
shall not be responsible in any manner whatsoever for malfunctioning of the
firearm, for physical injury or for property damage resulting in whole or part
(1) criminal or negligent discharge, (2) improper or careless handling, (3)
unauthorized modification, (4) defective, improper, hand-loaded or re-loaded
ammunition, defective factory ammunition, (5) corrosion, (6) neglect or (7)
events beyond our direct and immediate control. This limitation is valid
regardless of whether liability is asserted on the basis of contract, negligence
or strict liability (including failure to warn). Under no circumstances shall
ZOLI be liable for incidental or consequential damages, such as loss of use
of property, commercial loss and loss of earnings and profits.
Carelessness and ignorance cannot be tolerated when handling a firearm.
Treat every firearm with respect and follow the safety rules outlined in this
manual.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
You are now the owner of one of the world’s finest and most superbly
engineered firearms. The model you have purchased has been designed
and crafted to meet the requirements of the dedicated hunter and competition shooter. Used with the proper ammunition, the shotgun will serve
you dependably for many years.
Safe operation
To ensure the best performance and reliability from your firearm, please
read and follow the procedures and WARNING outlined in this manual.
These instructions were written for both right and left-handed shooters.
Always remember that you, the owner, are ultimately responsible for
firearms safety. Please read and follow all safety procedures outlined in
this manual. This manual contains information you need to use your
shotgun safely and effectively. If you have any questions or comments
about this shotgun, its use and maintenance or need more information
about products and accessories, please call or write to:
ZOLI ANTONIO S.p.A. Via Zanardelli, 39 - Gardone VT (BS) Italy
Tel. ++39-030-891 2161 - Fax ++39-030-8911165
Important
The safest shotgun is the one that is fully unloaded. This means that the
safety is in the rearward (safe) position, the action is open and the cham bers have been checked visually to insure that a cartridge is NOT present.
The commandments of firearm safety
ALWAYS keep the shotgun pointed in a safe direction.
ALWAYS keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot.
ALWAYS keep the shotgun unloaded until ready to use.
ALWAYS be sure the shotgun is safe to operate and the barrels are clear
of any obstruction prior to loading ammunition.
ALWAYS use proper, factory-made ammunition suitable for your
particular shotgun.
ALWAYS know your target and what is beyond it.
ALWAYS wear eye and ear protection when shooting.
ALWAYS store shotguns and ammunition in separate, locked containers

so that they are secure and not accessible to children and
unauthorized people.
ALWAYS treat every shotgun as if it is loaded, never rest a gun against
a wall, fence or motor vehicle etc.
NEVER use alcohol or drugs before or during handling of a shotgun.
NEVER bring a loaded firearm into a building.
NEVER transport a loaded shotgun.
Manual safety mechanism.
What you should know about manual safety mechanisms:
Never completely trust any manual safety mechanism. Even if your shotgun is equipped with an effective, well-designed safety mechanism, NO
SAFETY MECHANISM IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR PROPER GUN
HANDLING. Any safety mechanism can break down or malfunction.
Even when the manual safety is “ON”, your firearm could fire if dropped. YOU AND YOU ALONE ARE THE ULTIMATE SAFETY
MECHANISM.
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Teach other members of your family, especially children, safe gun handling. Ignorance and carelessness are the major causes of gun related
accidents. Whenever possible attend a “Hunter safety” course or
“Firearm safety” course in your area. This is an investment in your future. Encourage others to enroll with you.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Your Zoli shotgun has been designed specifically to meet hunters and shooters stringent requirements when used with ammunition of the correct
gauge, length and pressure levels. It features a boxlock action secured by a
strong under bolt is released by the top lever. Completely opening the action
cocks the hammers and causes the ejectors to eject empty, fired cartridges.
(For the models provided with manual cocking mechanism, please read the
relevant information in the chapter “for information about the manual cocking mechanism” on page 31). You can fire only when the action is completely closed and locked, the safety is moved to the fire position and the
trigger is pulled sequentially for each barrel. A barrel selector on the manual
safety determines the sequence of barrel firing. Information on the normal
operation of your new gun is contained on page 35 in this manual.

AMMUNITION
CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING
Discharging firearms in poorly ventilated areas, cleaning firearms or
handling ammunition may result in exposure to lead and other substances known to cause birth defects, reproductive harm and other serious
physical injury. Have adequate ventilation at all times. Wash your hands
thoroughly after exposure.
Your ZOLI shotgun will function safely and effectively with a wide
variety of commercial, factory-loaded ammunition. Follow the instructions on page 24-25 to assure trouble-free performance and prevent
ammunition related problems.
1. Use only ammunition of the proper gauge and length. Ask your gun
dealer or look and make sure that your shotgun is chambered for 12
gauge or 20 gauge shells in either 70-mm or 76-mm (2 ¾” or 3”) lengths.
Your shotgun can be chambered for both standard or magnum shells
WARNING
DO NOT under any circumstance attempt to use 12 gauge, 89-mm (3
½”) shells in this shotgun. Serious personal injury may result.
2. Do not place 20 gauge shotshells in 12 gauge chambers. These shotshells can disappear from sight down the bore and create a dangerous barrel obstruction. "Never mix 12g & 20g ammunition when shooting".
WARNING
The WRONG ammunition could destroy your shotgun and cause
serious personal injury or death. If a plastic or fibre wad from a previous shot is in the bore, do not attempt to shoot it out by using ano ther shotgun cartridge. This can generate excessive pressure, damage the firearm and cause serious personal injury.
1. ZOLI recommends the use of clean, commercial factory-loaded
ammunition. Always use ammunition that complies with the perform ance standards established by SAAMI (Sporting Arms and Ammunition
Manufacturers’ Institute, Inc) in the United States and C.I.P in
Europe.The use of ammunition which is not of standard dimensions, proper gauge or which has not been loaded in accordance with SAAMI or

C.I.P. specifications can cause serious personal injury and damage your
firearm.
CAUTION:
For your safety, the safety of others and to avoid damage to the gun,
beware of barrel obstructions. An obstruction such as mud, snow, dirt or
any other foreign object, can increase pressure and cause damage to your
gun and cause injury to you and to others. Before checking the barrel for
an obstruction, make sure the safety mechanism is “ON”. Open the
action and make sure that the firearm is unloaded. After assuring yourself that the firearm is completely empty, look through the chambers (do
not look down the muzzle). If an obstruction is detected, no matter how
small it may be, clean the barrels as described in the “Cleaning and lubrication” section of this manual on page 36.
ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
WARNING
Be sure to wear eye protection
prior to performing any
assembly or disassembly.
Before assembling, be sure to
clean all parts of any visible debris
or dirt. After wiping the mechanism clean, place a thin film of
high-quality gun grease on the following surfaces (see figures 1A,
1B & 1C).

1A

1B

1A) fore-end iron and fore-end
wood.
1B) view of barrel monoblock area
with ejectors.
1C) top view of action, monoblock
seat area, cocking lever, hinge pin
and locking bolt.

1C

To assemble

1

Attaching the barrel to the
action:
1. Grasp the butt stock at the grip
and with your thumb push the top
lever to the right until it locks (see
figure 1)
2. Grasp the barrel assembly and
align it parallel to the action with
the muzzle end pointed downward
at an approximate 45-degree
angle.
3. Insert the barrel monoblock
into the action so that the circular
pivot pin recesses engage the circular pivot pins at the front of the
action (see figure 2)
4. When the pin recesses are
snugly engaged in the action pivot
pins, rotate the barrel upwards
until the action is completely
closed and the top lever snaps back
to its closed position (see figure 3).

2

3

Attaching the fore-end
1. Hold the shotgun at the grip, take the fore-end and slide its rear, semicircular end into and against the matching curve section of the action (see
figure 4)
4

5

2. Pull out the fore-end release lever whilst applying pressure on the
fore-end against the barrels and rotating it against the curve section of the
action until the fore-end release lever snaps into the locked position (see
figure 5)
To disassemble
1. Before disassembling, be sure that the
chambers are empty and the shotgun is unloaded.
2. Pull out the fore-end release lever to disengage it from the barrel. Caution!!! To remove
the fore-end from the barrel do not rotate it
against the curve section of the frame but slide
it out towards the muzzle. Important!!!
Rotating the fore-end against the curve section
of the frame without sliding it out could cause
the wood to break in the ejector area.
3. While pushing the top lever to the right,
rotate the barrels downward until the monoblock pivot pin recesses can slide out of the
matching internal pivot pins.
SINGLE OR DOUBLE TRIGGER
The Zoli over and under shotgun is available with either single or double trigger mechanism.
If you have purchased a shotgun with a double trigger mechanism, you
will fire the lower barrel by pulling the front trigger while the top barrel
will be fired by pulling the rear trigger.
If you have purchased a shotgun with a single trigger mechanism it will
either be selective or non selective. The non-selective trigger fires the
lower barrel with the first pull of the trigger and the upper barrel with the
second pull of the trigger. If your gun has a single trigger combined with
a barrel selector, please read the chapter "Functioning of the barrel selector" on page 31 very carefully.
Caution: place your finger on the trigger only when the shotgun is
aiming at the target!

TRIGGER MECHANISM REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS
Your "ZOLI" shotgun has the advantage that the trigger assembly is fully
removable and this assembly contains all the gunlock components except
the safety selector and the firing pins.
This unique characteristic of your shotgun allows easy repair and maintenance thanks to the ease of disassembly and reassembly.
We recommend that you remove the trigger assembly only if it is absolutely necessary because the mechanism in question is very finely tuned.
If you do wish to remove the mechanism proceed as follows
WARNING
Before any maintenance ensure that the cartridge chambers are empty
and follow the "SAFETY INFORMATION" paragraph of the Instruction
Manual, relating to your shotgun.[Page 22]
TO DISASSEMBLE
1. Un-cock the hammers by acting as follows; with snap caps in the cartridge chambers:
a) First pull the trigger once.
b) Engage the safety mechanism by moving the button (1 - Fig. 2) rearward towards the stock until it shows fully the "S" letter that is engraved
on the action-frame (a - Fig. 2); next take the gun off safe by moving the
button in the opposite direction (b - Fig. 2). This manoeuvre serves to
simulate the recoil of the shot.
c) Pull the trigger again.
2. Engage the safety mechanism again (a - Fig. 2).
3. By using a suitable 2.5mm hexagonal wrench (2 - Fig. 1) unscrew
completely the screw (1 - Fig. 1) that is located in the rear of the trigger
guard.
4. Take out the trigger assembly by pulling it from the rear side as showed in figure 2 (ref. c). Operate with great caution.
5. Lay the trigger assembly in a clean place and preserve it with care
(dust grit or other foreign matter can seriously compromise the working
of the precision mechanisms).

TO ASSEMBLE
1. Take the gun off safe by pushing forward the safety button on the
action frame (b - Fig. 2).
2. Make sure the hammers are un-cocked (3 - Fig. 1); the same position
as they are for disassembly.
3. Insert (a - Fig. 3) the trigger assembly positioning first the tenon (4 Fig. 1); afterwards rotate the assembly and press it until is seated correctly (b - Fig. 3).
If you encounter resistance in seating the assembly, absolutely DO NOT
use excessive force, but repeat the manoeuvre with caution.
4. By using a suitable 2.5mm hexagonal wrench tighten the screw (1 Fig. 1) that is located in the rear of the trigger guard. Do not use excessive pressure to tighten.
5. Verify that the shotgun functions correctly by simulating two shots
with snap caps in the cartridge chambers. Operate to un-cock the ham mers (point 1 of disassemble procedure).
SAFETY OPERATION
ATTENTION for the models
provided with manual cocking
systems, please refer the chapter
“for information about the manual
cocking mechanism”.[Page 31]
1. The safety mechanism on your
shotgun is located on the action tang immediately behind of the top lever
2. To engage the safety mechanism, place your thumb on the safety and
move it rearward towards the butt. When it is in the correct “safe” position, you will see the letter “S” fully exposed on the tang directly in front
of the top edge of the safety. When the letter “S” is fully exposed the
safety is “ON”.
3. To take the gun off safe, place your thumb on the safety and push it
forward until it covers the letter “S”. The shotgun is now ready to fire.
WARNING
REMEMBER that the safety mechanism is not a substitute for safe
gun handling. To avoid serious injury to you or others always keep
the gun pointed in a safe direction even when the safety is engaged.

WARNING
If the safety mechanism becomes loose or difficult to operate, unload
the firearm and return it to ZOLI for service.
Barrel selector operation
Some models are provided with selectors to set which barrel will fire
first.
1. The barrel selector consists of a button in the middle of the safety.
Pushing the button to the left, exposing one red dot, will cause the bottom barrel to fire first. Pushing the selector to the right will cause the top
barrel to fire first
The action is recoil-operated. This means a cartridge must be fired from
the first selected barrel before the gun will fire a cartridge chambered in
the second barrel. After firing the first barrel NEVER shift the selector
to the other position as the second sear engages automatically.
MODELS PROVIDED WITH THE MANUAL COCKING MECHANISM
Some Zoli shotguns are supplied with manual cocking mechanisms.
This device, contrary to the classic version where the hammers are cocked automatically when the shotgun is opened, enables the hunter to
cock the gun independently from the opening of the gun and even when
the gun is closed.
The manual cocking is carried out by applying thumb pressure on the
cocking slide/button situated at the back of the top lever, in place of the
safety button.
Warning: all shotguns with a manual cocking mechanism have no
separate safety.
Cocking the shotgun:
First point the muzzle of the gun in a safe direction. Press the cocking
slide/button towards the muzzle. The slide/button will lock into place
almost silently when it reaches the
end of its travel. At this stage, both
hammers are cocked and the gun is
ready to fire. No safety is on.
Should only one shot be fired, the
other hammer remains cocked and
another shot can be fired.

Please note: cocked shotgun = ready to fire!
Please note: never carry the gun cocked!
Caution: cock the shotgun only when it points in a safe direction and
you are absolutely sure that the area in front and behind you is free and
the shot will fall in a safe area.
A cocked shotgun is always ready to fire! After firing the first or the second shot, if you do not uncock it the shotgun is ready to fire again!
Please note: Always un-cock the gun if you are not ready to fire!
Un-cocking the shotgun:
If you want to uncock the shotgun
first point the gun in a safe direction. Then you will have to
unload the cocking slide/button as
follows: 1) push the slide/button
lightly towards the muzzle with
your thumb; without releasing
your thumb, allow the button to
slide rearward until it stops.
2) When the cocking slide/button reaches the end of its travel and is in
its rear position (towards the pad) the shotgun is un-cocked.
Please note: un-cocked shotgun = not ready to fire!
Warning: always un-cock the shotgun after you have fired!
Re-loading the shotgun and automatically cocking the hammers: if
you leave the cocking slide/button in its front position after firing and
you open the gun, the hammers will be automatically cocked when opening/closing the shotgun and the gun will be ready to fire again. This
enables a quick loading of the shotgun without having to cock it again.
If there is no further shooting, the shotgun will have to be immediately
un-cocked.
Caution: when the cocking slide is in its front position the shotgun is
cocked automatically when reloading and is ready to fire immedia tely after being closed.

PROPER USE OF INTERCHANGEABLE CHOKES
1. A few models are equipped
with interchangeable chokes and a
wrench to assemble and disassemble them (see figure). These chokes can be identified by the notches on their exposed ends. The
number of notches indicated on
each choke identifies that specific
constriction.. 1 notch = Full (1/1),
2 notches = IM (3/4), 3 notches =
M (1/2), 4 notches = I/C (1/4), 0
notches =Cylinder (0/0). [The No.
before each choke is not required].
WARNING
Before removing, inserting or
changing choke tubes, always
check to make sure that the shotgun is unloaded and the safety is
“ON”. Never position your head,
hands or face over the end of the barrel when changing choke tubes.
1. To remove a choke tube, insert the metal end of the wrench into the
end of the barrel so that the four lugs of the wrench engage the matching
recesses on the top of the choke tube. Turn the wrench counter-clockwise to remove the choke tube. Take care not to drop the tube onto hard surfaces.
2. Before inserting a choke tube, be sure that its thread and the barrel
thread are clean of any type of dirt or grime. Make sure there is no visible damage to the thin end of the tube that seats in the barrel; if there is
damage DO NOT USE. After these observations then insert it into the
muzzle with the threaded end first. Engage the wrench and turn it in a
clockwise direction to insert and tighten the choke tube until it seats
snugly and is flush with the end of the barrel Do not use excessive pressure to tighten.
3. If you encounter resistance in seating the choke tube, take it back out,
clean it thoroughly and clean the internal barrel threads with the nylon
thread-cleaning end of the wrench.

4. Never fire the shotgun without having the chokes completely installed and flush with the end of the barrel. Doing so could damage your barrel, the internal threads or the choke (which would not be covered under
your warranty) and cause personal injury.
5. Never use choke tubes from other manufacturers as serious personal
injury and damage to your firearm could result.
THE SET TRIGGER DEVICE
[Usually only fitted to Rifles & Combination guns]
Some models are provided with set trigger devices.
The set trigger is a mechanism that allows you to reduce the finger pressure on the trigger required to fire the gun.
The set trigger is supplied only with the double trigger version and it is
fitted only on the front trigger. Hence, its effects are felt only when firing
the lower barrel.
The set trigger mechanism can be regulated with a screw fitted at the
back of the front trigger.
To operate the set trigger, insert the
thumb behind the front trigger and
push towards the muzzle.

Caution: a gun with a loaded set trigger will fire with a light touch or a
slight vibration. Only expert gunsmiths must carry out the regulation of
the set trigger mechanism!
Warning
The set trigger can be very dangerous if used improperly and can cause
serious injuries to you and others.
It is forbidden to have to have too light and sensitive trigger pressure!
The set trigger must be loaded only when ready to fire!
The set trigger must be loaded and the trigger must be touched only when
the gun is aiming at a target!
In case you do not fire, you must unload both the set trigger and the gun
using the following procedure:
1. Hold the gun with the barrels pointed in a safe direction.

2. Put the safety catch on ("S" position) - PLEASE NOTE: if your gun
is fitted with a manual cocking system, un-cock it following the instructions on page 32.
3. Open the gun
4. Take the ammunition out and close the gun
5. Unload the set trigger by pulling the front trigger with the safety off.
NORMAL OPERATION
Before attempting to shoot your gun make sure that it is correctly assem bled, that choke tubes are correctly and snugly installed and the barrel is
free of obstructions.
Attention please: remember that the models provided with manual cocking systems are supplied with neither a safety button nor a selector and
could have no interchangeable chokes either. For more information
please refer to chapter “for information about the manual cocking mechanism” on page 31.
Loading:
1. To load your gun, set the safety switch to “ON” (SAFE) and set the
barrel selector button to the barrel you wish to fire first.
2. Unlock the action by pushing the top lever to the right and open it by
putting downward pressure on the barrels.
3. When loading, always point the shotgun in a safe direction. Insert one
or two shotshells. If you are loading just one cartridge, make sure the
barrel selector is positioned to fire that barrel.
4. Keeping your finger off the trigger, close the action keeping the barrels pointed downwards until the top lever snaps back into the locked
position.
5. Keep the safety in the rear “ON” (SAFE) position until you are ready
to fire, then push it forward to “OFF” (FIRE) position.
6. If you pull the trigger and the gun does not fire, keep the gun pointed
in a safe direction and wait 30 seconds. Then open the action carefully,
remove and examine the loaded shotshell. If the shotshell primer is dented but the gun has failed to fire, do not use that shotshell again. If the
shotshell primer is not dented, contact your gun dealer or ZOLI.
7. If you experience a light or “squib” load, always check to make sure
the barrels are clear of any obstruction before loading
8. After firing, push the top lever to the right and open the action all the

way until the automatic ejectors eject the one or two fired shotshells.
9. If you do not reload immediately, are leaving a hunting field or walking away from a shooting ground, leave the action visibly open for both
your safety and the well being of your shooting companions.
MAINTENANCE
Your shotgun is high quality product and represents a wise investment. Regular, routine maintenance procedures will help protect
and preserve that investment for a lifetime of pleasurable, reliable
use. Firearm maintenance is your responsibility.
CLEANING AND LUBRICATION
Be sure your gun is unloaded!
After each use, your shotgun should be disassembled, cleaned and relubricated before being returned to its storage place. Disassemble your
shotgun into its three basic parts: butt stock and receiver frame, barrel
assembly and fore-end assembly as described in more details below.
Wipe off any visible dirt or grime from all parts with a clean, soft cloth.
Butt stock and receiver frame:
1. Using only products specifically designed for cleaning firearms,
remove all accumulated dirt and powder residue from the inside of the
receiver frame. Be sure to read and follow the manufacturer’s instruction
on the proper use of these products and the specific finishes on which
they are to be used.
2. When the inside of the frame is clean, lightly coat it with a good quality gun oil preservative, wiping off any excess with a clean cloth.
3. Place a thin film of high quality gun grease around the internal pivot
pins and on the curved frame surfaces that mate with the fore-end.
4. Coat all metal surfaces with a good quality oil preservative, wiping
off any excess with a clean cloth.
5. Remove any accumulation of dirt or other debris from the butt stock
with a clean cloth
Barrel assembly:
1. After each use run a swab or a bronze brush of the correct gauge
through the barrels from the breach end to remove any powder residue.
If any evidence of powder, lead or plastic remains use a quality grade
bore cleaner with a bronze brush. Then remove the loosened fouling with

a swab. Finally apply a thin film of quality gun oil preservative on the
entire bore surfaces.
NOTE:
Never clean, store or transport your firearm without the choke tubes
installed.
2. Periodically remove and clean the choke tubes. Place a light film of
gun grease on the threads. Clean the internal threads with the nylon
thread-cleaning end of the choke tube wrench.
3. Remove any residue from the exposed monoblock section including
pivot pin recesses and the ejector assembly. Then lightly coat these parts
with a good quality gun oil preservative, wiping off any excess with a
clean cloth.
4. Place a thin film of gun grease on the inside of the pivot pin recesses.
5. Coat the entire outer surface of the barrels with a good quality gun
preservative and wipe off any excess. Note: do not over lubricate any
parts of your firearm
Note: ZOLI recommend the use of snap caps to relieve the pressure on
the main springs when storing your shotgun for extended periods.
REPAIR AND ASSISTANCE
Although your shotgun has been precision manufactured and assembled
from the best quality materials, there is always the possibility of damage
or the need for servicing and/or part replacement. If you suspect your
shotgun might be damaged or if you ever experience any malfunctioning
or notice any looseness in the action of your shotgun, stop using it immediately. Return it to ZOLI for inspection and any necessary repair
ORDERING PARTS
Before you order any parts, please be advised that, while most gunsmiths
may be perfectly capable of repairing your shotgun, we do not vouch for
any individual’s skill or workmanship. Remember, unauthorized adjustments or part replacement can void your service warranty. Your shotgun
is a precision instrument and replacement parts require a trained gunsmith to ensure proper installation and operation. Remember to always
specify the model and serial number of your shotgun when ordering the
parts. The most sensible decision you can make if your shotgun needs

servicing is to simply return it to the ZOLI Service Department.
Serial number:
The serial number of your shotgun is located on the top of the receiver
tang, under the top lever in the closed position. Record the serial number
here for future reference.
Model ........................................................................................................
Serial number ............................................................................................
TO RETURN YOUR SHOTGUN
Here’s what to do when you return a shotgun to ZOLI:
- Make sure the shotgun is unloaded and that no ammunition is included.
- Pack the shotgun securely to prevent damage, preferably in its original shipping case if available.
- Enclose a letter with your name, complete address, phone number,
shotgun model and serial number and a detailed explanation of the
problem you have encountered or the work you want performed. If
repairs are requested under warranty, enclose a copy of the original
sales receipt.
- Generally an individual may ship a shotgun to the manufacturer for
repair or service. Some states or localities, however, may prohibit
this. If such regulations apply to you, your shotgun must be shipped
and returned to an authorized gun dealer. NOTE Any shipment of
firearms outside of the borders of Italy is subject to the valid laws of
that specific country, which you must strictly follow.
- Ship your shotgun insured and prepaid (we can not accept collect
shipments) to:
ZOLI ANTONIO S.p.A. Via Zanardelli, 39 - Gardone VT (BS) Italy
This instruction manual should always accompany this shotgun and
be transferred with it upon change of ownership.
ZOLI CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FUNCTIONING
AND SAFETY OF ANY FIREARM WHICH HAS BEEN ALTERED OR
CHANGED FROM THE ORIGINAL FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS.

